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TEMPORAL MINDSET: RETROFITTING SENIOR LIVING
Greyfield land  is a term that originated around 2000 when the economy took a shift and there was an increasing amount of underused or abandoned 
land. Senior living should be able to develop and adapt with the changes in society and the way people live and grow. Retrofitting senior living 
investigates  how to understand the development of land that is no longer being used and transform it through physical, social, and architectural 
means. The aim is to incorporate independent living and assisted living into different housing types that integrate commonalities in programs 
and separate them based on specific needs that the individual need. Looking at different developments allows opportunities to create interaction, 
learning, density, and walkability for the targeted demographics.
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[1.1] design hypothesis
This thesis started by looking at malls that were no longer being used and 
the issued that developed with the decline of these places. I thought of how 
architecture could benefit and improve the quality of these spaces and the 
site.
The total population of the United States is approximately 325 million 
people. Out of the 325 million,  approximately 53 million people will be 
over the age of 65. Between  1946 and 1964, the Baby Boomer generation 
increased more than any other generation. That generation is now reaching 
an age where the need for senior living options are more in demand. 
Every society in every country has specific considerations and seek its own 
appropriate solution to improve and maintain the quality of life for its older 
citizens. Every culture approaches its difficulties, values, and expectations 
differently. People everywhere are seeking a quality of life that surpasses 
the need for shelter and medical care. There’s not a correct model nor a best 
model, but there are numerous ways to approach this through thoughtful 
design that creates an appropriate model for a specific space in a specific 
time.
Greyfield land are typically not contaminated so there are advantages to 
reuse the site to conserve energy, develop economic growth, and reduce 
urban sprawl. 
As future generations rethink the way we live and interact with each other, I 
believe that retrofitting greyfield land for a senior living community could 
be a way to explore independent and assisted living, and build cultural 
community strengths amongst the different senior age groups. 
Personal growth & fulfillment
Personal growth & fulfillment
protection, security, order, law, limits, 
stability, etc. 
family, affection, relationships, work 
group
basic life needs: air, food, water, shelter, 
sex, sleep, etc.
self-actualization
self-actualization
safety needs
belongingness & love
biological & Physical Needs
66.1%
2.5% 4.8%
33.9%
3.2%
2.4% 5.5% 6.6%
with disability
Hearing
ambulatory
w/o disability
Vision Cognitive
self-care independent living
Disability over 65 years old
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs (standard version) from A Little Bit of TLC (2011)
US Census Bureau. “Age and Sex Composition in the United States: 2018.” Age and Sex Composition in the United States: 2018, July 11, 2019. 
https://www.census.gov/data/tables/2018/demo/age-and-sex/2018-age-sex-composition.html.
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Redevelopment of greyfield land creates new opportunities to 
redevelop and adaptively reuse unused developments.
On average there are about 360,000 births per day and 151,000 deaths 
per day. Due to the increase age of the Baby Boomers, the population 
over the age of 65 will increase by 20%
The reuse of unused developments for an increasing population 
gives one type of architectural design solution to incorporate a new 
outlook at what senior living could potentially be. The goal is to create 
architecture that addresses both respectfully. 
Giving new life to Greyfield Land
new life to greyfield land by 
incorporating housing for aging
increasing aging population
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Everyone has a story that is a little different when concerning their older 
loved ones. Here’s my story. My family moved here in 1980 where there were 
three generations living at home. My grandma took care of me growing 
up and instilled parts of my culture into my upbringing. My parents are 
now entering the age of retirement and the life I want for my parents i not 
one where they are trapped and isolated in  senior living housing, but one 
where they will have areas to maintain the quality of life that they have 
hoped for. 
Some of the best senior communities have meandering gardens and 
farm land where they can grow crops to benefit themselves or the local 
community. Clinical services becomes an essential amenity to maintain 
a healthy life. Safe walkable areas promotes an active healthy lifestyle. 
Arts, music, and culture mentally stimulates the mind to improve a healthy 
psychological health.
Every society in every country has specific considerations and will see its 
own appropriate solution to maintain the quality of life for its older citizen. 
Everyone has their own appropriate solution to maintain the quality of life 
for its older citizen. Everyone has their own values and or expectations and 
is seeing a quality of life that surpasses the need for shelter and medical 
care. There is not a correct mode, but there are numerous responses that 
through thoughtful design that can create opportunities for a specific 
place in a specific time.
[1.2] abstract
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I propose to adapt greyfield land for a senior living community that 
incorporates independent and assisted living. I believe that it is possible to 
establish a better design intervention for the elders by taking spaces that 
are under-utilized and transform it into a new space for a new time for the 
aging. I explore how to integrate programs based on commonalities while 
separating them based on individual needs. Transforming greyfield land 
into a walkable community increases the relationship for the occupants 
which encourages interaction and experiences in an area that is no longer 
being utilized.  
The determination of the site looks into the research and focuses on 
looking at areas that are under-utilized with value to the location. 
Between 1970 and 2000, 750 malls were being developed throughout the 
United States. Through economic declines and redefining of commerce, 
malls are struggling to find uses for the massive spaces that were 
once heavily utilized. The sites are now empty parking lots with large 
infrastructures that are trying to find a new purpose. I chose to pick a site 
that is under-utilized but is easily accessible for medical transport and 
needs of the occupants. In 2001, Congress for New Urbanism developed 
the term greyfield land to describe empty asphalt concrete sites that are 
economically obsolete or underused real estate or land. My proposal 
takes one of these sites to transform it into a senior living community that 
incorporates strategies from the research to design a proposal for senior 
living.
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what is it: when an older adult lives in their own home with family.
who is it good for: older adults who are relatively independent or can get 
the needed level of help.
how it works: in-home caregivers, cleaning, meals, and other services can 
help with activities of daily living. 
what is it: any housing designed exclusively for seniors, usually including 
retirement communities, retirement homes, senior housing, and senior 
apartments.
who is it for: older adults who wants to live in an active community 
without worries about daily chores like house maintenance, cooking, or 
housekeeping.
how it works: small campuses where similar age people live together 
in a community that provide opportunities for socialization. housing is 
compact, easier to navigate, include help with outside maintenance.
what is it: model links neighborhood and neighbors to local businesses 
together to help each other stay in their homes as they grow older.
who is it for: older adults who wants help similar to what they would get 
from a retirement community without having to leave the comfort of their 
home
how it works: village doesn’t provide services directly but act as a liaison. 
Help comes from other able-bodied members of the neighborhood or 
youth groups doing community service
what is it: small facilities that offer personalized services to small groups 
of adults, family homes, broad and care homes, and personal care homes.
who is it for: someone who needs more individual, home-setting care
how it works: provides lodging, meal services, and assistance with 
activities of daily living
aging in place independent living
The village concept residential care homes
[1.3] different types of senior living
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what is it: communities are part of independent living, assisted living, and 
skilled nursing home
who is it for: older adults who want to live in one location for the rest of 
their lives. most of their future care is figured out and its good for living 
with spouses
how it works: residents starts by living in independent living areas and 
moves to different parts in the same community dependent on level of 
care needed.
what is it: older adults who need 24-hour supervised care with meals, 
activities, and health management, and support.
who is it for: older adults with severe or debilitating physical or mental 
illness who are unable to care for themselves. 
how it works: licensed physicians supervises each resident’s care and 
a nurse or other medical professional is always available. Some may 
have physical or occupational therapist on staff. Some provide care for 
Alzheimer’s care with separate facilities and layouts for people who 
suffer from dementia.
what is it: communities have a wide range of service
who is it for: older adults that are capable of living independently, but 
also require some assistance
how it works: typical service include available staff 24/7, meals, medication 
management, bathing, dressing, housekeeping, and transportation. 
Facilities may include group dining and common areas for social and 
recreational activities. 
continuing care retirement community nursing home or skilled nursing facilities
assisted living
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minimizes hazards or consequences of accidents unintended accidents
appropriate size and space regardless of body size
efficient spaces & minimizes fatigue
communicates clearly regardless of disabilities or impairments
Transportation
outdoor spaces & Buildings
social participation
Housing
The World Health Organization united for the World Congress of 
Gerontology and Geriatrics in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil to discuss the changes 
that were occurring in the world concerning Age-Friendly Cities. The 
project was headed by Alexandre Kalache and Louise Plouffe who were 
apart of WHO headquarters.  
In their research, they looked at different statistics to quantify the global 
aging and urbanization through each continent by year and age. From 
their studies, their statistics concluded that the global population of 
people over the age of 60 will double from 11% in 2006 to 22% from 2050. 
The data showed that older people are starting to live in cities and the 
number of older and younger people living in cities in developed countries 
are equaling the younger population.
The idea of an age-friendly city was the initial framework for optimizing 
opportunities for health, participation, and security in order to enhance 
the quality of life as people age. In an age-friendly city, there are policies, 
services, setting and structure that supports how people actively age. 
It is dependent on the individuals, family, and nation. There are social 
factors as well as material conditions that can affect the notion of how an 
individual feels. Many urban settings reflect key characteristics of an age 
friendly city. 
[1.4] Age-friendly city domains
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minimizes hazards or consequences of accidents unintended accidents
appropriate size and space regardless of body size
efficient spaces & minimizes fatigue
communicates clearly regardless of disabilities or impairments
civic participation & Employment
respect & social inclusion
community support & Health
Communication & Information
1 The eight domains of an Age-friendly City [ from the Global Age-friendly Cities guide (2007) ]
Active aging is a lifelong process and it is not just “elderly-friendly”. 
Barrier free buildings and streets enhance mobility and independence 
for people with disabilities of all ages. Families are usually less worried 
when their older members have community support and health services 
that they would need. The whole community benefits when older people 
participate with various volunteer or paid work. 
The research took a bottom-up approach where they analyzed government 
policies and how society was contributing to empowering older people in 
decision-making. 
The overlapping area of discussions were taken into account when 
developing the study. They valued outdoor spaces and building, 
transportation, and housing. These features have a strong influence 
on their personal mobility, safety, security, health behavior, and 
social participation. The social environment and culture affected the 
participation of the individual as well as the mental wellbeing. 
The conclusion was that in a community, they needed all of these aspects 
and inclusion in order to grow and living in an age friendly domain free 
from barriers and gaps. 
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[1.5] Seven Principles for Design
Advances in medicine, technology, health care, nutrition and sanitation 
allows people to live longer. Even though the health of the older 
population is better than it was before, there are some things such as 
sensory, cognitive, physical health, mobility and dexterity changes that 
occurs which affects the way we think about people in the architectural 
world.  
The generation of the baby boomer are people that were born between 
1946 and 1964.  Their generation has changed the way we view our civil 
rights, women’s rights, workers’ rights, gender identity rights, and the 
rights of those with disabilities. The development of the United Nations 
Principles for Older person recognized the importance of living conditions 
for the elderly and noted five categories relating to the status of  the elder: 
independence, participation, care, self-fulfillment, and dignity. 
Five key principles defined how housing for the aging should include: (1) 
access to food, water, shelter, clothing and health care, (2) ability to live 
in environments that are safe and adaptable, (3) ability to reside at home, 
(4) ability to utilize appropriate levels of institutional care, rehabilitation 
and social and mental stimulation, and (5) ability to enjoy human rights 
and fundamental freedoms where their dignity, beliefs, needs, and privacy 
to make decisions about the quality of their life. 
usable by everyone
easy to understand
adaptable to user
communicates clearly regardless of disabilities or impairments
equitable use
simple & intuitive
flexible in use
perceptible information
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These principles promote active living for the elderly where connections 
and new model of living can create places. Most housing is design for 
the younger population and does not accommodate those with sensory, 
mobility, or cognitive limitations. Concepts of universal design explores a 
new basis for accessibility, safety, and health of the population. 
Using universal design techniques integrate usability by everyone to 
include different groups of often overlooked design process. The Seven 
Principles of Universal Design was developed as a design approach 
that could be adapted to any given situation. These ideas are a basis for 
principles and practical solutions to other issues that affect the elderly as 
well as everyone. 
Seven Principles Developed by: B.R. Connell M. Jones, R. Mace, J. Muller, A Mullick, E. Ostroff, J. Sanford, E. Steinfeld, M. 
Story, and G. Vanderheiden, The Principles of Universal Design. Funding provided by U.S. Department of Education’s 
National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research (NIDRR)
minimizes hazards or consequences of accidents unintended accidents
appropriate size and space regardless of body size
efficient spaces & minimizes fatigue
tolerance for error
size & space for approach & use
low physical effort
20
Gensler researched different design strategies for the active aging population. 
“Design for Active Aging: Gensler Research Institute: Research & Insight.” Gensler, September 1, 2015. 
https://www.gensler.com/research-insight/gensler-research-institute/design-for-active-aging.
communicates clearly regardless of disabilities or impairments
efficient spaces & minimizes fatigue
minimizes hazards or consequences of accidents unintended accidents
appropriate size and space regardless of body size
CONNECTIVITY
INDEPENDENCE
CHOICE
WELLNESS
[1.6] DESIGN FOR AGING
Gensler’s researched and documented trends for  baby boomers and 
the aging. They focused on demographic shifts on how different unique 
physical, mental, and social needs affect the population. Their research 
summarized research lead by government organizations, professional 
associates, academia, corporations, and popular press. The elderly don’t 
view aging as a physical decline and want to continue to live life to the 
fullest. The baby boomers account for 50 percent of consumer spending 
in the US. 
Their research identified the intersection of two themes when coming to 
their conclusion: design approach and project scale. The research focused 
on the health and well-being, residential planning, master planning, 
inclusion, and sustainability.
Through research, there were four major themes that were identified that 
facilitated in the design approach for an active aging population. They 
are connectivity, choice, independence, and wellness. 
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IMAGE 1-61
population
spending
housing
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On average, there are about 360,000 births per day and 151,600 
deaths per day. In the United States, the projected population of 
people over the age of 65 will increase by 20%.11 This influx of the 65 
and up demographics will change and affect the way people live, 
work, and interact with each other because the need for senior living 
arrangements will increase. 
With senior living, there are major factors that comes into consideration 
such as the physical and mental wellness of the individual. The current 
age of a senior is 65 according to Social Security. Culturally, the way 
Southeast Asians senior communities are different than America. Elder 
communities in Southeast Asia are socially interactive and engaging 
with the community and numerous age groups. 
20% 750 20
increase in 
population
malls built
1970-2000
senior living in 
Gwinnett
20%
13.8%
10.1%
16%
13.7%
8.7%
6.4%
32.2%
United states
United states
United states
327,167,439
52,423,114
6,815,004
Georgia
Georgia
Georgia
10,519,475
1,451,687
146,620
Gwinnett
Gwinnett
Gwinnett
920,260
92,946
29,928
total population
Population over 65 years old
Foreign Born over 65 years old
[2.1] Demographics
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55.6%44.4% 73
male female average age
Gender over 65 years old
66.1%
2.5% 4.8%
33.9%
3.2%
2.4% 5.5%6.6%
Married
55.8%
Divorce
14.2%
Widowed
22.9%
Separated
1.3%Never 
Married
5.8%
with disability
Hearing
ambulatory
w/o disability
Vision Cognitive
self-care independent living
Disability over 65 years old
Household Type 
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Block Development landscape organizationsThe initial design of the project began through the understanding of block 
developments and how to design walkable environments.
Precedents of street conditions were taken from Atlanta Beltline and the 
National Association of City Transportation Official Street to propose a 
new type of street condition of the site. 
The design of the project originated from taking the existing conditions 
and structural grid from the existing site to create smaller blocks that 
would be walkable and interactive for the targeted demographics.
[2.2] design strategies
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atlanta beltline completed street
national association of city transportation official street
proposed primary street for site
proposed secondary street for site
Analysis of existing street conditions
28
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existing block structure
existing block structure
re-developed structure
re-developed structure
eastgate town center
brainerd, tennessee
dover, khol, & partners
winter park village
winter park, Florida
dorksy hodgson & partners
[3.1] case studies of existing block developments
Eastgate Town Center and Winter Park Village take existing greyfield land 
developments and utilize the existing structure to break down the existing 
grid into smaller blocks that can create walkable spaces. By doing so, the 
blocks become more interactive and is at a human scale.
This allows for opportunities where people can interact with each other 
and the street. It utilizes less of a need to condition a large space and 
allows each building to have a unique sense of character within the larger 
scale. 
FIGURE 3-11
FIGURE 3-12
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belmar
lakewood, colorado
elkus-manfredi architects, ltd
Elkus-Manfredi Architects, LTD breaks down the city blocks to create 
smaller developments that incorporates mixed-use, retail, office, multi-
family, and live-work-apartments. By being able to incorporate the 
different typologies, it allows for diversity and density within a site that 
was a sprawling development. Breaking down the blocks creates walkable 
spaces by adding unique outdoor activities throughout the blocks.
All of these smaller blocks then creates opportunities for outdoor public 
spaces that are accessible to all the major circulation. The mixed-used with 
offices and retails are all off the minor roads to allow for less vehicular 
circulation.
FIGURE 3-13
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FIGURE 3-21 FIGURE 3-22 FIGURE 3-23
IMAGE 3-21
[3.2] case study | Homefarm
Homefarm
Singapore
SPARK ARCHITECTS
Homefarm was a conceptual way to understand an urban retirement 
housing option for the elderly in Singapore. The concept combines 
residential and commercial farming that is horizontal and vertical. The 
site allows for high density where the occupants have an opportunity to 
work and live in the community. 
Within the region, the suspected population is to grow by 20%. The 
demand for food is increasing while the influx in demand create a food 
price inflation within the area. If the occupants could grow their own 
supply, then it would decrease the need for outside sources for food. 
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FIGURE 3-24 IMAGE 3-25
IMAGE 3-26
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HOUSING TYPE B “THE INTIMATE” POSSIBLE ACCESSIBLE UNIT FOR PRECEDENT
houses for aging socially
university of Arkansas community design center
three bedroom
ONE BEDROOM TWO BEDROOM
FLEMING FARMS SENIOR LIVING
HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
RULE, JOY, TRAMMELL + RUBIO ARCHITECTS
[3.3] analysis of precedent senior living units
Each analysis takes into account the average square footage that is 
needed for each type of unit for a senior living unit.  Three projects were 
taken and then each area was analyzed to find commonalities to develop 
the unit types. 
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FLEMING FARMS SENIOR LIVING
HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
RULE, JOY, TRAMMELL + RUBIO ARCHITECTS
STUDIO BEDROOM ONE BEDROOM
TWO BEDROOM
the bridge at Lawrenceville
local senior living facility
STUDIO BEDROOM ONE BEDROOM
TWO BEDROOM
linwood estates
local senior living facility
36
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GWINNETT COUNTY
GEORGIA
ZIP CODE - 30096
ZONING - C-3: HIGHWAY BUSINESS DISTRICT
[4.1] ZONING Analysis of Existing Site
In intention of the project was 
to identify greyfeld land that 
was once occupied that is no 
longer being use and identify 
it’s zoning properties to better 
understand what are the 
existing conditions surrounding 
the intended site. The intention 
of the selection of the site was 
that it was in a location that was 
easily accessible through local 
and main roads. 
The site intended use is C-3 which 
is Highway Business District. 
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RA-200: 
RLL: 
R-100: 
R-75: 
OSC:
R-60: 
MH: 
TND: 
R-SR:
R-TH: 
RM-13: 
RM-24: 
HRR: 
O-R: 
O-I: 
C-1: 
C-2: 
C-3: 
MU-N: 
MU-C: 
MU-R: 
M-1: 
M-2: 
Agriculture-Residence District
Single-Family Residence Large Lot District
Single-Family Residence District
Single-Family Residence District
Open Space Conservation District
Single-Family Residence District
Manufactured Housing
Traditional Neighborhood Development District
Senior Oriented Residence District
Single-Family Residence Townhouse District
Multifamily Residence District
Multifamily Residence District
High Rise Residence District
Office-Residential District
Office-Institutional District
Neighborhood Business District
General Business District
Highway Business District
Neighborhood Mixed-Use District
Community Mixed-Use District
Regional Mixed-Use District
Light Industry District
Heavy Industry District
Section 210-180. C-3 Highway Business District
| 210-180.1 Purpose and Intent | 
The C-3 Highway Business District is intended for business uses which require locations accessible to major highways and arterials that serve significant portions of the 
community. The C-3 district allows an intensity of development and uses that is greater than in the C-2 General Business District because it is intended to serve a greater 
population and to offer a wider range of goods and services. Due to the nature of the businesses permitted within the C-3 district, the zoning district should be limited to 
property fronting on principal arterials, major arterials or minor arterials, not indicated as residential arterials, as shown on the Long Range Road Classification Map. C-3 
Districts should provide an internal transition in intensity or provide a step-down to less intensive zoning districts when adjacent to residential districts.
| 210-180.2 Permitted Uses |
Uses permitted in the C-3 District are as listed in the UDO in Section 230-100 Table of Permitted and Special Uses provided that they comply with the Supplemental Use 
Standards of Section 230-130.
| 210-180.3 Accessory Uses and Structures |
Accessory uses and structures shall be permitted in the C-3 District in accordance with Section 230-100 Table of Permitted and Special Uses and provisions detailed in Section 
230-120 Accessory Use Standards of the UDO.
| 210-180.4 Special Uses |
Special uses may be permitted in the C-3 District in accordance with Section 230-100 Table of Permitted Uses. Special uses shall be subject to approval of a Special Use 
Permit as provided in Section 270-30 and may be subject to the  Additional Supplemental Use Standards established in Section 230-130 of the UDO.
| 210-180.5 Property Development Standards |
Property in the C-3 District shall be developed in accordance with Section 230-10 Dimensional Standards of Zoning Districts and the applicable site related provisions 
contained in Title 3 of the UDO.
code description
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100ft 1000ft 4000ft
500ft 2000ft
N
[4.2] SITE ANALYSIS
WALK SCORE
TRANSIT SCORE
BIKE SCORE
47%
43%
40%
CAR-DEPENDENT
TRANSIT
BIKEABLEWALK SCORE
CURRENT STATISTICS
2100 pleasant hill RD
duluth, ga 30090
TRANSIT ANALYSISviews of existing site
9a
6p
SUMMER SOLSTICE
FALL/SPRING SOLSTICE
WINTER SOLSTICE
3p
12p
> 11.05
8.49 - 11.05
5.40 - 8.48
3.34 - 5.39
1.80 - 3.33
< 3.32
wind speed (mph)
SOLAR & WIND ANALYSIS
Image Landsat / Copernicus
Image Landsat / Copernicus
i
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100ft 1000ft 4000ft
500ft 2000ft
N
old norcross rd nw
1 mile radius
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site
pleasant hill rd steve reynolds blvd
breckinridge blvd
pleasant hill rd 
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te b
lvd
satellite blvd
i-85
1-2 storey
3-4 storey
5+ storey
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SITE
I-85
OLD NORCROSS
RD NW PLEASANT HILL RD satelite blvd
FRY’S ELECTRONICS
RANDSTAD DULUTH STAFFING 
OFFICE AND ADMINSTRATION
GWINNETT PLACE HONDA
HENNESSY AUTO
SUPERMARKET
MICROCENTERMALL CORNERS 
SHOPPING CENTER
NEIGHBORHOOD
KAISER PERMANENTE
FERGUSON 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
WHITE CHAPEN 
MEMORIAL GARDENS
HOME DEPOT
RADOFF 
MIDDLE SCHOOL
N
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[4.4] structural analysis of existing site
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[5.1] block development landscape organization
The design of the blocks came through trying to break down the larger 
site into smaller walkable blocks by connecting existing main circulation 
from the existing area into the site. By maintaining the existing block 
and breaking up the blocks into smaller grid it provides opportunities to 
create interactive spaces within the site for the occupants. 
DESIGN INTERROGATION OF CIRCULATION, NODES, EDGES OF EXISTING SITE
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[5.2] diagrammatic program analysis
Figure 5.21 shows the initial analysis began with identifying the major 
nodes and edges within the site to create the best circulation studies for 
the design. The site has two major axis from which paths are pulled from.
Figure 5.22 conceptually works with identifying massing of the programs 
and ways to lay out the different building typologies in relation to each 
axis of circulation.
Figure 5.23 initial diagrammatically creates meander edges without any 
parallel elements. The site is then attempted to create different zones of 
interaction for the occupants.
Figure 5.24 attempts to break the existing fabric and connect edges 
through parallel axes through the site.
Figure 5.25 uses the existing grid from the site to break down the site into 
smaller block sizes.
figure 5.21
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figure 5.2.2
figure 5.23
figure 5..24
figure 5.25
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[5.3] understanding of diagrammatic program analysis within redefined concept
FIGURE 5.32
FIGURE 5.31
The diagram depicts the process of understanding the diagrammatic 
program analysis while trying to redefine the initial concepts. 
Figure 5.31 takes the initial program analysis and develops programs 
within the given site. While Figure 5.39 shows how the development of the 
site progressed into landscaping to create unique experiential qualities 
within the site for the occupants.
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FIGURE 5.33
FIGURE 5.35
FIGURE 5.34
FIGURE 5.36 CIRCULATION ANALYSIS FIGURE 5.38 DIAGRAMMATIC PROGRAM ANALYSIS WITH CIRCULATION
FIGURE 5.37 REDEFINING CIRCULATION ANALYSIS TO TRANSFORM GRID FIGURE 5.39 DESIGN ITERATION OF OVERALL LANDSCAPE OF SITE
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[5.4] Site Plan Development
The overall design development with program analysis experimented 
with conceptual massing of the site and understanding landscaping 
features for the occupants. 
The goal of the development was to create pockets of moments that were 
unique within the order of the overall community. By creating different 
moments, it allows each individual to find their sense of idenity and place 
within the larger community.
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[5.5] BUILDING A | the clubhouse
1 {3D}
building a | axonometric
Building A contains the main amenities for the site including an indoor 
pool with an outdoor courtyard space. There are conference areas, 
classrooms, learning centers, formal dining spaces, informal dining 
spaces, mail services, and a fitness center that the elders can use.
All the spaces are to promote an active social lifestyle to promote the 
best health for the occupants.
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[5.6] building b | the tower
The Tower is designed with the independent living and assisted living 
in mind. The lower levels are designed for the assisted living and the 
upper levels are designed for the independent living. The courtyard 
space on the 5th floor has an outdoor pool. Within the center of the 
building, there are activity spaces for the occupants such as learning 
centers and art classrooms and game rooms.
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[5.7] building c | two bedroom | Angelina Unit
The Angelina is designed with two large bedroom spaces where one 
room could become an office. The key feature of this building is that 
there is an indoor patio space as well as a one car garage.  
This unit is designed so that your loved one could move into a community 
where the living situation is still similar to what they are familiar with 
while having access to all the amenities that a larger community could 
offer.
building c | axonometric
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[5.8] building d | Karyn Studio
Karyn Studio residents enjoy carefree living with various services such 
as housekeeping and all the amenities that the community has to offer. 
Living in a studio home allows the occupants to have the luxury of 
minimal living without having to live near the immediate proximity of 
others. Each home has their own private garden that they have access 
to with assistance if they choose. 
building d | axonometric
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“As an architect you design for the present, with an awareness of the 
past, for a future which is essentially unknown. The green agenda is 
probably the most important agenda and issue of the day […] all the 
projects which have, in some way, been inspired by that agenda are 
about a celebratory lifestyle, in a way celebrating the places and 
spaces which determine the quality of life.” 
    - Norman Foster
Everyone has a story to tell that can change the perception of how you 
view something in life. There is no defined set answer where design 
has to be a certain way. We all have something we are passionate 
about, but the most important thing is to remember why you’re doing 
something. 
People age every day and it is an inevitable process of life. The little 
things we can do as designers is try to create a quality of life that takes 
the consideration of the needs and wellbeing of other, and help to 
surpass the need for shelter and medical care. Creating opportunities 
that celebrates a specific space in a specific time can determine the 
quality of life for an individual. 
A place that fosters the opportunities can create everlasting design 
interventions, while art, music, and interaction can mentally stimulate 
the mind to improve a healthy psychological life.
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greyfield - [a] occupied but economically obsolescent non-industrial premise with the 
considerable site and need for the intervention of public or private entities. [b] outdated and 
blighted architecture, considerable site, surrounding buildings, lacking reinvestment capital, 
need for intervention by public or private entities, and environmentally uncontaminated.
mindset - a mental attitude or inclination
temporal - [a] of or relating to time as opposed to eternity. [b] of or relating to time as 
distinguished from space
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